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ABSTRACT

Steel spheres having a diameter" of 3/16 inch (0.)j76 cm) were accel-

erated with a 220 calioer or a 2h3 caliber smooth-bore gun up to veloc-

ities of 2.5 kilometers per second. The 31heres weoe impacted normally

upon targets of copper, lead, aluminuri, magnesium, zinc, silver, and

410O stecl. The area, voLzme, and depth of the resultInLg craters were

measured and plotted as a function of either the initial impact energy

or the initial impact momentum rf the projectile.

The crater volume was found to be a linear function of the projec-

tile enargy for all targets. A celationship was ounid to exist between

the volume per unit energy and th,. static compressive yield strength and

static shear strength of the various target materiali. A plot of crater

area versus projectile momentim was found to have two linear segments.

The penetration, or mLaimum depth of the crater, was plotted vs a

function of the projectile momentum. A region of negaLive slope for

penetration versus momentum was found for the altuminum, lead, and mag-

nesium targets. The other targets did not have this region.

Partridge, Van~leet, and Whited1 ' 2 presented data for many of the

same targets impacted with spheres of the same material as the target.

(,onparisons were made between their data and the data obtained using

steel spheres for tU- projectile. Correlation between thIe data was

excellent in most cases.
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IN TRODUC TION

With the development of missilefs and satellites, interest has

developed 1i the phenomena associated with objects moving with high

velocities. Satellite velocities rarnge up to ll.? kmi/sec, and meteoric

particles, in the vicinity of the earth, have velocities extending to

73 kilometers per second. 3 With the possibility of collisions between

space vehiclea and particles having these velocities, It is desirable

to know the effects the particles produce on the irNiacted surfaces.

This report is concerned with the impact, phenomena associated with high

velocity objects.

In an attempt to better understand the properties of materials

under impact loads, projectiles were accelerated and impacted into tar-

gets of different materials. The mater'ials used for targets were: lead,

copper, aluminwni, magnesium, zinc, 4l4O steel, and silver. Targets were

Selcte sotho-. oul", LM-a vaa lity 01, cflarfttnfriat1cs to coýrpare.

Spheres were used for the projectiles to eliminate the orientation

variable. If cylinders were used for the projectiles, there would be

some question as to which surface of the cylinder initially struck the

target. In the experiments described in this report, steel spheres

were used. By iimpacting all the previously mentioned targets with the

same type projectile, it was hoped there would be some observable

correlation between the known target material proper'.ies and the ex-

perimentally observed impact effects. Once the effects are known, the

impact mechanisms can be deduced, and the principles applied to practical

engineering design.
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When a sphere is Impacted against a target, a concentrated loal

of large magnitude is applied to the target. A3 a rerulL, the surface

of the tarfet Is deformed. This deformation Is termed craterlnL. Div'c

craters were studJed, and the results were preteented In this riport,

Y'revlous researcl has been con••uctcd into cra'erirh[ n ,e o 1,?, 1a. ,'? , 7

Partridge, VanFLoet, and WhitedI did work sirdlar to tha0& prese:-ted in tris

paper. Many of the metals wl ich they %sed for tareets were allo used in

this Investigation,. The difference was in the proj•ctile material; in

all cases, their projectlle material was the sa:;e as the tar.;vl material,

Data from their report will be quoted and com4,ared wish the data obtain-

ed using steel as the projectile.
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EXPERIMTAL PROCEDURE AND APPARATUS

Higt-Velocit Laborato

This research into the effects of impact was done at the High-

Velocity Laboratory, University of Utah. The laboratory is equipped

with three concrete safety tunnels where explosives may be detonated.

Firings in the tunnels are control-led from a position exterior to thE

tw.inels.

Projectile (Particle) Acceleration

The projectiles used in this research were accelerated -with explo-

sives in a specially designed smooth bore gun. Ihis gun consisted of

two sections which were identical except for the ends. One section was

designed so a breech could be attached, and the other section was de-

signed for a vacuum adapter. The two sections, bolted together, formed

the complete gun. A picture of a gun is shown in Fig. 1. During the

course of the experiments, two calibers of guns were used. Initially,

a 220 caliber was used, and later a 243 caliber gun was employed to

raise the upper limit of velocity. Using explosives in these guns, the

upper Limit of velocity was about 2.5 kilometers per second. Firing

was accomplished by means of a firing pin driven by a solenoid. The

solenoid was electronically controlled from a console exterior to the

tunnels. The solenoid and associated apparatus are shown in the right

side of the picture in Fig. 1, and a picture of the console is shown

in Fig. 2.

The apparatus on the front end of the gLui in Fig. 1 is a racuum
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Fig. 3. - Sabot Dimensions.

adapter. This adapter made it possible to evacuate the barrel of the

gun so slightly higher velocities could be obtained.

Sabots

All spheres fired in these experiments were enclosed in sabots

while in the gun barrel. This was done to prevent contact between the

sphere and the barrel, and thus prevent loss of the projectile'•s mass

by friction against the barrel. A drawing of a typical sabot is shown

in Fig. 3. The sabots were cylindrical and were bidected by a plane

containing the axis of the cylinder. The bisection aided separation of

the sabot and projectile as they emerged from the gun. Both ends of the

sabot were drilled out; the front was drilled to seat the spherical

projectile, and the rear drilled to facilitate the separation of the

bisected sabot. The approximate dimensions of a sabot are shown in
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Neon Ltght 1i5

10 10
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Fig. 4. - Schematic diagram of spider and nmlar switches.

Fig. 3. The cylindrical sabots had an outside diameter equal to that of

the gun bore and the length of about two centimeters. The sabots were

made from a paper-reinforced, phenolic plastic.

A blast shield w'as placed immediately in front of the gun. The

shield consisted of a steel plate with a central hole i inch in diameter.

After the sabot and projectile left the gun, the sabot separated from

the projectile and hit the blast shield; the projectile then passed

through the hole in the shield and proceeded alone toward the target.

Velocity-Measuring System

The system for measuring the projectile's velocity was placed between

the blast shield and the target. This system corisisted of a Berkeley
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counter, to record elapsed time, an apparatus to control the counter, and

aluminum-coated, mylar-plastic sheets. 8 The aluminum-coated, mylar sheets

acted as switches and were placed in the path of the projectile. A poten-

tial was applied across the mylar insulator. When the aluminum-coated,

mylar sheet was perforated by a projectile, the insulating mylar was

broken, and the switch closed. This caused a capacitor to discharge

through a resistor. The pulse across the resistor either started or

stopped the Berkeley counter. When the projectile perforated the first

mylar switch, the counter was started; when the second mylar switch was

perforated, the counter was stopped. Thus, knowing the tLme between

perforations and the distance between the mylar switches, the average

velocity could be calculated. The capacitor, resistor control apparatus

was called a "spider"; a circuit diagram of it is shown in Fig. 4.

A schematic drawing showing the arrangement of the "spider", gun,

blast shield, mylar switches, and target is shown in Fig. 5.

Projectile Characteristics

The spherical projectiles used were commercial ball bearings 9 having

a diameter of 3/16 inch (0.476 cm) and a mass of 440 milligram. The balls

were manufactured from a high-carbon, chrome alloy steel thru-hardened to

a hardness of 64-66 on the Rockwell C-scale. Throughout this report, these

balls will be referred to as RC-66 steel. A number of RC-66 steel balls

were annealed at 1200 OF and used as projectiles. The annealed balls

were impacted into copper and aluminum targets only.

Crater Parameters

In this study three parameters are defined to describe the craters.

They are crater volume, crater area., and crater depth or penetration.
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Fig. 6. - Cross section of typical crater.

A cross section of a typical crater is shown in Fig. 6 with the crater

parameters indicated. Every crater has a lip as shown in Fig. 6. Before

any measurements were made, this lip was removed to the level of the

original target surface.

Crater volume is defined as the total volume of target material

displaced. The volume of the crater was measured by filling it with

a liquid from an automatic filling burette. An earlier rrethod of

measuring the volume consisted of filling the crater with melted wax.

When the wax solidified, It was shaved to the surface of the target,

removed from the crater, and weighed. Knowing the density of the wax,

the volume of the waL inlay and the crater could be calculated. The

tedious wax method was abanioned since the burette gave consistent

results. The consistency of the burette method was within 2 to 3

per cent.

When the steel spheres were impacted into one of the afore-

mentioned target materials, one of the following three things happened
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to the projectile: (1) It bounced out of the cra.er, (2) it remained

intact In the crater with nearly its original spherical shape, (3) it

lost its spherical shape and fractured Into distinct particles or be-

came noticeably deformed. The RC-66 steel spheres fractured into dis-

tinct particles, and the annealed steel spheres simply deformed. The

recorded data for cratf r volume, in the appendix, are with no steel

projectile in the crater. If the steel sphere bounced out of the crater,

there was no problem in measuring the volume. If the steel sphere re-

mained intact in the crater, the entire sphere was assumed to 1e in the

crater, and the sphere's volume was added to the measured crater volume.

If the steel projectile fractured or deformed and adhered to the crater,

il was removed bef(.re any volume measurement was made. The removal of

the steel projectile was accomplished by immersing the target in an acid

that would reacL with the steel and not the target. This acid tech-

nique could not be used on the 4140 steel targets, and it was impossible

to distinWuish with the naked eye between target steel and projectile

steel. Hence, the recorded volume for crater-4 in th •- seel tartL--I

is with the steel projectile in the crater.

Crater area is defined as the area of the crater at the original

surface of the target. In calculating the crater area, it was assimed

that a crater's cross section was circular. A number of diameter

measurements were made with a cathotometer to determine an average

diameter.

The penetration parameter is defined as the distance from the

original target surf&.ýe to the deepest point. of the crater. The

deepest point m.,y or may not be in the center of the crater. This

measurement was made with a spherokneter in most cases. In aluminum



and magriesium, the craters were too narrow for the apherometer, and

those two metals had to be cross sectioned. After cross sectioninu. the

depth of penetration was neasured with the cathotometer.
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EjPERIKENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results consist of qualitative oonervations and

quantitative crater-parameter measurements. The parameters were plotted 1.

as either a function of the initial impact energy or a function of the

initial impact momentum of t e projectile. Crater volume was plotted as

a function of the energy while crater area was plotted as a function of

the momentum. Figures 7 thru 15 are photographs of cross-sectioned craters

impacted with RC-66 steel and annealed steel. These photographs will be

utilized in diacussing the qualitative results, and a familiarity with

them adds to the understanding of the report. The steel projectiles and

crater lips have been removed from the craters in the photographs. The

velocity of the impacting projectile is 3hown below eactL crater.

From an inspection of the photographs of the cross-sectioned craters,

the approximate velocity at which the steel projectile fractures or de-

forms can be determinud. The cross section of the crater becomes notice-

ably broader after the fracture velocity is reached. In Fig. 7 the

velocity at which the RC-66 steel fractures in zinc can be seen to lie

between 0.79 and 1.00 km/sec. Similarly in Fig. 12, the fracture veloc-

ity of the RC-66 steel in magnesium can be observed to lie between 2.27

and 2.38 Ion/sec. The approximate fracture velocity for the other targets

can also be determined from the cross-sectioned craters shown in the

photographo. Another phenomenom is observed in aluminum, lead, and mag-

nesium at Lhe veloc.ty at which the steel projectile fractures or deforms.

The aepth of penetration starts to decre3ase at this velocity in thest

metals. This fact can be observed for these metals in the photographs
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Crater Volume

When crater vol-me is pIlotted Rs 9 f"nction 'of the 1roJecLile

energy, a linear relation3hip is found to exist. Figures i1, ttru 22

are plots of volumw versu•i enertg for HC-66 stael projectiles. Figures

23 and 26 are volume versus enurD' relationshi;,s for an.nealed steel

impacted into copper and al-izdnim. TI.n slope of the volume versus enera-

line was calculated by the method of least sluares. The results are

shown in Table 1. Partridge, VanFleet, anJ '7ThitedI also observed a

linear relationship between volune and onerfy. i..ir results are shown

for comparison in Table 1. It should be rememberei that the target and

projectile were of the sarne material for their exer.,1;nts.

With the exception of aluminwut, each target material in Table 1

shows about tne sane volume per unit enpri' regardless of the projectile.

Partridge, VanFleet, and 'Nhitcd" rave the value for volume per unit

energy for alumi~num wYlthuul rw-,clii-q aii aao r.-hfrv.n

versus energy. 7his omission makes one question that source of volume

per unit energy value for aluminum. Discounting the aluminu•n data from

this source, it appears that tUo vAluLmo jer unit eneryy is eýsentiollv

constant for a given target riaterial. That is, the volume of target

material displaced is independent of the projectile material. The dis-

placed volume in a given target depends onl°y upon the projectile's energy.

The shape of a crater in a given material is not independent of the

projectile material. This fact can oe seen by observing the cross section

of alumrin.in and copper craters impacted with RC-%6 steel an-' annealed

steel (see Firs. 8, 9, 10, and 11). The RC-66 steel prcjectiles procduce
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Fig. 1. - Cross-sectioned silver craters impac'Ved with RC-66 steel,

narrower craters than those produced by the annealed steel. Although the

shape of the crat~ers in a material is different for different projectiles,

the displaced volume at a specific projectile energv does not change

Even-with the. same projectile material, the general shape of the

crater changes with velocity. At velocities below which the RC-66 steel

projectiles fracture, the crater is deep and narrow. This is especiallyI
noticeable in aluminum as shown in Fig. 8. When the Projectile fractures,

the gen~eral shape of the crater changes. The approximate velocity at which

fracture occurs can be determined from the photographs of the rross-section-~

ed craterv. At the fracture point, the cross section is wider than befcre

fracture. Even though the shape of the crater changes with velocity, the

volume per unit energy aoe3 not change at the fracture velocity. Each

target material absorbs the projectile's energy- in a manner that is in-.

dependent of other actions of t-he projectilce.
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Fig. 8. -Cross-sectioned aluninum craters imnpacted with ann6sea eld

steel.,.
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rstnetl.
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Fig. 12. - Cross-sectioned magnesium craters impacted with RC-66
steel.

3? 03 0.97 1.47 16$ 1603 2.09 "AZ.ii

"g 1 .. CrVELO"cITY (Kead esRC-6Jteel.

Fig. 13. - Cross-sectioned lead craters impacted with RC-66 steel.
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Fig. itt. -Cross-sectioned zinc craters impacted with RC-66 steel.
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Fig. 15. -Cross-sectioned 41ll0 steel craters impacted with RC-66
steel.
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Fig. 17. - Crater Volume versus projectile energy for RC-66 steel
impacted into aluminum.
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impacted into copper.
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FIt. 19. - Crater volume versus projectile energy for RC-66
steel impacted into ragnesium.
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Fig. 20. - Crater volume versus projectile energy for RC-66
steel impacted into zinc.
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Fig. 23. - Crater voluie versus projectile energy for arnnealed
steel impacted into aluminum.
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Crater Area

When crater area is plotted as a function of the momentum of the

RC-66 steel projectile, two regions of linearity are found. Figures

25 thru 31 are plots of crater area versus initial impact momentum of

the projectile. The point at which the slope changes corresponds to

the momentum or velocity at which the projectile was observed to fracture.

As has been previou!3ly pointed out, the approximate fracture velocity

of the projectiles can be determined from the photographs of the cross

sectioned craters (Figs. 7 thru 15). The cross section of the craters

becomes broader after the fracture velocity is reached. For example,

observation of Fig. 8 for RC-66 steel into aluminum indicates the projec-

tile fractures between 1.59 and 1.83 kilometers per second. The slope

change for the RC-66 steel into aluminum occurs at 0.75 kgm/sec or 1.7

kilometers per second. Inspection of the cross sectioned copper craters

(Fig. 10) impacted with RC-66 steel indicates the fracture of the steel

occurs between 0.82 and 1.1 kilometers per second. The change of slope

occurs at 0.425 kgm/sec or 0.96 kilometers per second. This relationship

between the change of slope and fracture velocity exists for all the

target metals tested.

If the velocity at which the slope changes is taken as the fracture

velocity of the RC-66 steel projectiles, an interesting relationship

exists between it and the target density. Target density versus fracture

velocity of the RC-66 steel projectiles is shown in Fig. 32 on page 42.

The empirical curve

Vf = 8.7x1044-4 (1)

is also shown plotted on Fig. 32 and is seen to fit the experimental
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V- 11N. 17 4. or 4U- W, -A-1.

projectiles in meters per second, and P is the target density in kilograms

per cubic meter. The fact that the fracture velocity of the RC-66 steel

projectiles appears to vary inversely with the square root of the target

density can be shown to indicate that the pressure on the projectile is

caused by a hydrodynaxdic mechanism. This inverse relationship can be

obtained from a consideration of Bernoulli's equation as applied to an

incompressible idual fluid.I 0

Neglecting the ambient pressure, the stagnation pressure Ps on an

object in a fluid is:

22P V (2)

where P is the fluid density, and V is the relative velocity between

the object and the fluid. In the case under consideration, the fluid

is the target, and the object in the fluid is the steel projectile.

Solving for V, yields:

V- (2Ps)ep-2. (3)

If this is the mechanism that causes the pressure on the projectile,

the stagnation pressure on the RC-66 steel projectile at the fracture

velocity is:

1

(2Ps) 2 8.7xl1 4 (h)

Ps= 3.8x10 9 newtons/m2. (5)

The static ultimate tensile stress of the steel in these projectiles

is l.9x109 r-ewtons/m2.II The stagnation pressure is double the ultimate
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stress of the steel. There are various possible explanations why the

stagnation pressure is not the same as the ultimate stres3 of the steel

projectile. One is that the b•agnaticn pressure for flow in a metal may

* not be given exactly by Bernoulli's equation. Another is that the ulti-

mate stress of the steel is increased1 2 under the dynamic conditions of

cratering. A tt'ird possibility is that the geometric configuration of

the steel ball increases the ultimate strength over that measured by

cunventional methods in testing machines.

If the initial linear segment is extrapolated for all the area versus

momentum curves, they appear to have an intercept on the crater area axis.

Tis is not the case, for it is impossible to have an area for zero

momentum. Instead, the area rises abruptly but not instantaneously to

approximately 0.08 meters 2 xlO-4 for all the targets. This area is due

to the sphere simply leaving its impression on the target.

When crater area is plotted as a function of the projectile momentum

for annealed steel into alumdnum and copper, the same basic relationships

are found to exist as were found for the RC-66 steel projectiles. The

results for the annealed steel and the RC-66 steel are both plotted in

Figs. 25 and 26. Again there are two linear regions or segments. The

intersection of the segments corresponds to the momentum or velocity at

which the annealed steel spheres were observed to noticeably deform. The

approximate velocity at which deformation begins can also be determined

from the photographs of the cross sectioned craters (Figs. 9 and 11). The

cross section became broader at the deformation velocity.

From Figs. 25 and 26 it may be seen that the slope of the linear

segments for crater area versus projectile momentum are the same for

RC-66 steel and annealed steel projectiles impacted into copper and
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aluminum. In copper the results for the two steel projectiles appear

to be identical. For aluminum, the results are identical for the initial

linear segment, but the second linear segment for the annealed steel is

displaced from the RC-66 steel segment.

The above relationships for RC-66 steel and annealed steel into

copper and aluminum motivated an investigation into the results of

other projectile materials impacted into copper and aluminum. Partridge,

VanFleet, and WhitedI in their report present relevant data not only

for aluminum impacted into aluminum and copper into copper but also for

zinc into zinc and lead into lead. The data for crater area versus pro-

jectile momentum from their report are shown plotted on the same graph

as the RC-66 steel and annealed steel results in Figs. 25 thru 28.

Partridge, VanFleet, and hhited also give data for two sizes of copper

projectiles. The copper projectiles were spheres having diameters of 0.38

and 0.483 centimeters. The aluminum, lead, and zinc projectiles were

spheres having a diameter of O.h83 centimeters. The steel spheres used

for projectiles had a diameter of 3/1• Inch or .,76 centimeters.

Observation if Firs. 25 thru 28 indicates that the slope of the

crater area versus projectile momentum curve is the same after deforma-

tion of the projectile regardless of the projectile material. At least,

parallel lines are consistant with the available data. Ine results are

not as conclusive for lead as they are for copper, zinc, and aluminum.

For the two steel projectiles, there are two linear regions for

crater area versus projectile momentum. The initial linear segments

are identical. From the data available, one cannot determine if there

are two linear regions for the copper, aluminum, and zinc projectiles.

If there is an initial segment for the copper, aluminum, and zinc
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t

projectiles, and if the earlier discussed hydrodynamic mechanism causes
I • .

the pressure on the projectiles; the velocity at which the initial and

final segments intersect is determined by the strength of the projectile.

The pressure at which the aluminum projectiles fails is low. This is

the reason the alaminum into aluminum line on Fig. 25, if extrapolated

to zero momentum, nearly passes through the origin.

Another interesting fact comes from the smaller copper projectiles

in Fig. 26. The =aller spheres produce the same slope for crater area

versus projectile momentum as the larger copper projectiles do. For

that matter, it is the same slope that the two steel projectiles produce.

The 0.38 cm copper projectile results are displaced from the 0.4 8 3 cm

copper and steel results, however.

The values for slope of the initial segment and the final segment

for the targets are given in Table 2. The sequence of targets for final

crater area versus projectile momentum is the same as the sequence for

crater volume versus projectile enera'. Thus, it appears .hat t'he same

factors that influence the volume per unit energy also influence the

crater area per unit momentum after deformation or fracture of the

projectiles.
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Penetration

Crater volume versus projectile energy and crater area versus
L

projectile momentum had similar plots for all the targets. No such

similarity could be found for all the targets for the penetration

parameter. Penetration as a function of the projectile momentum is

shown on Figs. 33 thru 41 for the targets under consideration. The

penetration data are more erratic than either the volume or area data.

One may question the validity of drawing straight line segments for

penetration versus momentum as was done. Other continuous curves

could be drawn through most of the data; however, the straight line'

segments approximate the available data well in most cases.

Probably the most interesting fact that car'ý. from the penetration

parameter plots is observed in aluminlm, lead, and magnesium. In these

three targets a region is found where penetration decreases for an in-

crease in momentum (see Figs. 33, 3%s, 35, and 36). This decrease also

can be observed from the photographs of the cross sectioned craters in

Figs. 8, 9, 12, and 13. This decrease in penetration starts at about

the same momentum that the slope change occurs on the crater area-

momentum plots. The penetratior in aluminum by RC-66 steel can be

observed from Fig. 33 to start to decrease at about 0.72 kgm/sec. From

Fig. 25 for crater area versug momentum for the RC-66 steel projectiles

into aluminum, the slope change occurs at about 0.75 kgm/sec. From

Fig. 35 the penetration in magnesiurn is seen to start to decrease at

about 0.95 kgm/sec; the momentum where the slope changes for crater area

vrsus momentum in magnesium is at about 0.98 kg.r/sec (see Fig. 29). The

penetration starts to decrease in lead at about 0.3 kgm/sec (see Fig. 36),

and the slope change on Fi,. 28 occurs at about 0.35 kgm/sec. This sap.e
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relation can be seen t- exist for annealed steel impacted into aluminum

(see Figs. 25 and 30). At higher momentums, the penetration in lead re-

sumes a positive slope. lI the velocity range covered this carnot be

definitel•y observed fo- either the magnesium or aluminum targets. Alum-

inum may be just on the verge of resuming a positive slope. I
The data of penetration versus projectile momentum for zinc, silver,

and copper impacted with RC-66 steel can be approximated with two straight I

lines as shown in Fips. 37, 38, and 39. These three targets have simila&r

plots as do the aluminum, lead, and magnesium. Zinc, silver, and copper

do not have a region where there is a decrease in penetration for an in-

crease in momentum. Instead, the slope of penetration versus momentum

decreases (but remains positive) after a certain momentum. This momentum

approxima~ely corresponds to the momentum at which the slope changes in j

a plot of crater area versus projectile momentum. For example the pen-

etratior slope starts to decrease in zinc at about 0.4 1 kgmn/sec (see

Fig. 37), and the slope change for crater area versus momentum occurs

at about O.h7 kgm/sec (see Fig. 27). This s~me relationship can be

observed to exist for copper and silver impactec with RC-66 steel projec-

tilcs (compare Fi-s. 38 and 26 and Figs. 39 and 30 respectively).

Figures hO and h4 are plots of penetration 'ersus projectile mom- a

entu:m for hlt1O steel impacted with RC-66 steel and copper impacted with

annealed steel. As can be observed from the graphs, they both appear j
to be linear. At least the data can be approximated with one straight

line.

It has been shown that the momentum where the slope changes on the

plots of crater area versus momentum corresponds to the momentum or

I I I I I IIII
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velocity at which there is noticeable deformation or fracture of the

steel projectile. It has also been shown that the slope change on the

crater area versus ppojectile momentum plot and the slope change of the

penetration versus projectile momentm plot occur at approximately the

same momentum. Thus, the slope of penetration versus moi.entum, becomes

less after the projeotile deforms or fractures. The slope becomes neg-

ative for a aminiim, magnesium, and lead; aria the slope decreases for

copper, zinc, and silver impacted with RC-66 steel.

If the projectile is able to retain its spherical shape upon impact,

the crater will be long and narrow. This fact can be observed from the

cross sectioned craters. This is especially noticeable in aluminum and

magnesium (compare Fig. 8, 9, and 12). If the projectile fractures or

is noticeably deformed, it presents more area to tne target. As a result,

the pengtration decreases, and the area increases. Since it has been

shown that the fracture velocity of the RC-56 steel projectiles varies

inversely with the target density, one would expect the deepest craters

in the ... te.al with th sm.allest density. This is observed to be the

case except in lead where other nonapparent factors may be dominating.

Magnesium has a density of 1.7 gm/cm3 and has a maximum penetracion for

* the velocity range covered of about 3.txlO°2 meters. Alwminam has a

density of 2.74 gm/cm3 and a maximum penetration of about 2.8xlO- 2 .meters

for the velocity range under consideration. The penetration in lead is

next with the other targets considerably less.

Striations in Craters

An observation worthy of note was mnadv, in silver, c.pper, and the

14hO steel craters. When the projectile fractured or deformed upon

impact in these metals, a small impression or dent was made in t.he bottom



(generally in the center) of the craters. The impression was circular

having a diameter of between I or 2 millimeters. Occasionally, this

impression containpd a small steel fragment. If this steel fragment

were removed, this small circular impression remained. Inside the

impression scratches or striations were observed. P ese striations

werm oriented in the same direction as the machine marks from a lathe

on the surface of the target. A few of the steel fragments that were

in the impression were recovered; they had the same striations as the

impression. These observations give indications that the metal in

the impression was originally on the surface of the target and was

merely compressed undeformed to the bottom of the crater. Since the

steel fragment, sometimes observed in the impression, also had stria-

tions, another possibility is that the surface of the target left its

impression on the leading edge of the projectile which in turn left

an impression on the target metal in front of the leading edge when

the leadinp edpe finally stoiped.
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

An expression for the force on the target can be written from o

consideration of Newton's second law of motion:

Ft -- (6)

In Eq. (6), Ft is the force exerted on the target, mp is the mass of

the projectile, and ap is the acceleration of the projectile after

impact. The acceleration ap can be written as -dv p/dt where Vp is the

velocity of the projectile. Making this substitution and dividing and

multiplying by dx, yields:

Ft dx. (7)

dx dt

But, dx/dt is the velocity of the projectile vp . Hence,

Ft -- % dvp/dx. (8)

Integrating Eq. (8) with respect to x:

f dx 0o mpvp p
t = dV. (9)

V
0

In Eq. (9), XO is the depth of the crater, and Vo is the initial impact

velocity of the projectile. The right side of Eq. (9) integrates to

2pV2o. This expression is the initial impact energy which was plotted

against crater volume. Thus,

fO Ftdx -" V2 = Energy. (10)

The force Ft. can be written as a pressure P acting on an area A.
I,
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Making the substitution that Ft a PA:

p X0
j ?Adx - Bnera. (11)

'lle pressare 11 is a function of the targtt m•iterial, a.,iin e j• -'.A•t

ranre under consideration it i.' :'ea. a•.Le t. believe tfnat t, i,. c.;45t-ant

for a given raterial. Piata - s, there is a ;re3sure for a given: material

at which the target will fail. Thus, il I is constzant, it can be reomved

from the interral of Eq. (11):

SJ Adx a Ene1.gy. (12)

The question that now arises is what is the pressure P). Two 1jossi-

bilities for P are the shear strength and the yield strength. If V is

assu,-.ed to be the shear strength P.Ss, then A in Eq. (10) iz the shear

area As.

Under the assumption that P is the shear strenvth, Eq. (12) becomes:

~X
Ps00 Asdx a Energy. (13)

U'ndir •K ,- a,.•ibLun of impact, the exact area on which the

shear pressure acts cannot be specirical]jy determined. It is convenient

to make the ass-un~tiorn that the shear area A,(x) at any distance x from

the surface of the target in the crater is directly proportional to

the area of the crater Ac(x) at that sane distance into the crater,

With the assumption that A,(x) - KAC(x), Eq. (13) becomes:

I- X0
F K K" KA c('x)dx - Energy (1L)

1'3sK_ Ar(x)dx. Energy. (15)
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The expression Ac (x)dx is simply the crater volume. Thus, Eq. (15)

becomes:

Crater Volume = 1 (16)
Projectile Energy KPss

The values of the shear strength for all the target metals except

silver are shown in Table 3. No value could be found for silver. Also

shown in Table 3 are the values for K in Eq. (16) for the various metals.

Table 3. - Shear strength for the target materials.

Target Shear (Shear Constant
Material Strength Strength) 1  (K)

Lead 1 3  1.2xlO7 newtons/m2 83.4xlO- 9 m3 /joule 19.7

Aluminum1 3  6.5xiO7 15..xiO- 9  9.3

Magnesium1 3  13.0x107  7.7xlO- 9  9.2

Zincl4 13.ixl07  7.6xlO- 9  11.7

Copper 1 3  15.8xO 7  6.3xli- 9  10.5

4140 Steel15 55.Oxi0 7  i.8xlO- 9  9.0

From Table 3 it is interesting to note, that with the exception of

lead, K is approximately the same with an average value of 10. The

reason lead differs is not obvious. Perhaps, there is a nonapparent,

different mechanism operating in lead. The values listed for shear

strength in Table 3 are all static values. The strength of a material

increases as the ratue of loading is increased. If the shear strengths

were known at the loading rate that accompanies cratering, perhaps the

proportionality constant K would be the same for all the metals including
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lead. That is, between static and dynamic rate- -,' loading the shear

strength in lead may increase more than in the other metals. In the

derivation of the volume/energy of Eq. (16), K is the proportionality

constant between A8 (x) and Ac(x). (Remember that x is the distance

from the surface of the target into the crater.) The possibility exists

that As(x) is not directly proportional to A,(x) but is a function of

Ac(x). Observation of Figs. 25 thru 31 indicates that, over the velocity

range covered, all the metals except lead have a r-ater area at the

surface of the target that ranges up to approximately 1 cm2 . For lead

the crater area at the target surface ranges up in the vicinity of h cm2 .

These two areas (1 cm2 and 4cm2) are that area of the craters at the

surface of the target, but they are an indication of the relative mag-

nitude of Ac(x). If As(x) is a function of Ac(x), the metals where

Ac(x) has about the same magnitude would exhibit a constant relation-

ship between As(X) and Ac(x). In lead Ac(x) is about 4 times larger

than that of the other targets, and if As(x) is a function of Ac(x), then

the proportionality between As(x) and Ac(x) may be different.

A similar analysis can be made by assuring P to be the yield strength

of the target. The yield strength Pys of the actual target materials was

measured by loading a cylinder of the target material ½ inch in diameter

and 2 inches in length on a Baldwin testing machine at a loading rate of

100,000 lb/min. The compressive yield strengths obtained from the stress-

strain diagram by using the 0.35% offset method are shown on Table h.

Also shown on Table 4 is the proportionality constant K that will make

1/KPys equal to the experimentally measured volume per unit energy. As

can be observed from Talbe 4, all metals except lead and zinc have approx-
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imately the same proportionality constant between the reciprocal of com-

pressive yield strength and measured volume per unit energy. The same

reasoning that was applied to the shear strength can be applied to the

yield trength to indicate why the proportionality K varies. The shear

strengths in Table 3 give more consistant results than the compressive

yield strengths measured on the Baldwin machine.

Table 4. - Compressive yield strength for the target materials.

Targe-ý Yield (Yield Constant
Material Strength Strength)-' (K)

Lead O.1OxlO8 newton/m2 lOO.0Oxl0- 9 m3 /joule 23.60

Aluminum 1.02xlO8  9.80xlO- 9  5.87

Magnesium 2.lOxlO8  4.75xlO- 9  5.66

Zinc i.58x108  6.33xlO- 9  9.75

Copper 3.35xi08  2.99xi0-9  4.99

4140 Steel 7.60xlO8 1.31x10-9 6.55
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CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown experimentally that the displaced volume of the

target is a linear function of the initial energy of tne projectile for

velocities up to 2.5 kilometers per second. This result is in agreement

with the results of Partridge, VanFleet, and Whited.1, 2 A comparison

of the data of this report and their data shows the displaced volume

per unit projectile energy is essentially independent of the projectile

material. That is, the volume per unit energy is essentially independent

if the projectile is RC-66 steel, annealed steel, or of the same material

as the target.

9 It has been further shown experimentally that the plot of crater

area versus projectile momentum for the steel projectiles has two linear

segments; the momentum at which the segments intersect being the point

at which the projectiles were observed to fracture or noticeably deform.

The velocity at which the RC-66 steel projectiles fracture was found to

be inversely proportional to the target density. This inverse relation-

ship suggests that a hydrodynamic mechanism is causing the pressure on

the projectile. A comparison of the results for crater area versus

projectile momentum for RC-66 steel projectiles, annealed steel projec-

tiles, and the projectile of the same material as the target indicates

that the slope of final segment is independent of the projectile material.

The initial linear segment is identical for the two steel projectiles

impacted into copper and aluminum. Enough data is not available to

determine if this condition for the initial segment exists wnen the tar-

get and projectile are of the same material.
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For all the target materials except lead, an essentially constant

relationship was found between the reciprocal of the shear strength

and the measured crater volume per unit energy. Similarly, a constant

relationship was found to exist between the reciprocal of the compressive

yield strength and the measured volume per unit energy for all the tar-

gets except lead and zinc.

Correlations between penetration data and material properties were

not as conclusive as those for volume or area. A region of decrease in

penetration for an increase in momentum was found in aluminum, lead,

and magnesium. Beyond this region, lead res'ýeH a positive "lope for

penetration versus momentum, but for the velocity range covered aluminum

or magnesium did not show this. Copper, silver, and zinc, impacted with

RC-66 steel appeared to have two linear regions for penetration versus

momentum, while b1hO steel impacted with RC-66 steel and copper impacted

with annealed steel appeared to have only one linear region. The point

where the penetration started to decrease in aluminum, magnesium, and

lead was shown to be the point where the projectile either fractured or

started to noticeably deform. Likewise, in copper, silver, and zinc

impacted with RC-66 steel, the point where the slope of penetration

versus momentum decreased (but remained positive) was also shown to be

the point where the projectile fractured.
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APPENDIX

Data

Projectile for shots 1 thru 199 was RC-66 steel.

Shot Tar- Velo- Momen- Pene-
No. get city Energy Volume Area tum tration

km/sec joules cm3  cm2  kgm/sec cm

1 Cu 2.06 939 0.560 1.14 0.909 0.696
2 Cu 1.19 315 0.187 0.51 0.527 0.495
3 Cu No velocity available
4 Cu 2.01 887 0.541 1.01 0.884 0.762
5 Cu 2.16 1022 0.588 1.11 0.948 0.716
6 Cu 2.12 987 0.578 1.17 0.932 0.708
7 Cu No velocity available
8 Cu 2.13 995 0.565 1.19 0.936 0.691
9 Cu 1.65 596 0.342 0.79 0.724 0.603
10 Cu 1.95 839 0.487 1.00 0.859 0.664
11 Cu 1.70 637 0.368 0.82 0.749 0.625
12 Cu No velocity available
13 Cu No velocity available
14 Cu 1.10 268 0.143 0.47 0.485 0.492
15 Cu 1.96 848 - 1.03 0.863 0.711
16 Cu 2.21 1075 0.663 1.23 0.973 -
17 Cu 1.87 766 0.485 1.03 0.821 0.668
18 Cu No velocity available
19 Cu 0.82 146 0.096 0.26 0.359 0.460
20 Cu 0.99 215 0.153 0.40 0.435 0.449
21 Cu 0.57 71 0.057 0.19 0.250 0.370
22 Cu 0.45 44 0.035 0.17 0.196 0.253
23 Cu 0.42 38 0.028 0.17 0.183 0.217
24 Cu No velocity available
25 Cu 1.65 596 0.329 0.75 0.724 0.560
26 Cu 1.27 355 0.182 0.57 0.559 0.490
27 Cu 1.64 592 0.323 0.78 0.722 0.580
28 Cu 0.76 128 0.085 0.23 0.336 0.1480
29 Cu 1.36 407 0.222 0.64 0.598 0.500
30 Cu 1.73 655 0.398 0.93 0.759 0.620
31 Cu 1.79 707 0.398 0.93 0.789 0.620
32 Cu 1.73 659 0.376 0.85 0.762 0.610
33 Cu 1.73 655 0.360 0.84 0.759 0.580
34 Cu 2.30 1167 0.690 1.37 1.013 0.750
35 Cu 2.27 1135 0.756 1.33 0.999 0.740
36 Cu 2.27 1135 0.732 1.37 0.999 0.846
37 Cu No velocity available
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Shot Tar- Velo- Momen- Pens-
No. got city Ener_ Volume Area turn tration

km/sec joules cm3  cm2  kgrn/sec cam

38 Cu 1.98 859 0.531 1.10 0.869 0.690
30 Cu 2.23 1095 0.697 1.29 0.982 0.731

195 Cu 2.44 1309 0.745 0.70 1.070 0.770
196 Cu 2.50 1375 0.770 1.52 1.100 0.775

40 NStl 0.52 59 0.016 0.15 0.235 0,122
hl Stl 0.63 87 0.022 0.17 0.2•Th .. 1,
42 Stl 0.74 121 0.027 0.19 0.326 0.168
43 SI 0.97 210 0.04C 0.31 0.429 0.191
44 Stl 1.28 363 0.071 0.36 0.565 0.258
45 Stl 1.149 485 (0.096 0.141 o.653 0.307
46 Stl 1.62 578 0.116 0.3390.78 0..131600 .39
47 Stl 1.62 578 0.117 0.45 0.713 0.338
La Stl 1.76 681 0,138 0.51 0.773 0.389
L49 Stl . 1.80 710 0.150 0.53 0.791 0.425
50 Stl No velocity available
51 Sto 1.89 788 0173 0.57 0.833 0,400
52 Sti 2.10 971 0.188 o.65 (1.924 0.)481
53 Stl 0,56 68 0.019 0.17 0.245 0.130
54 Stl 0.98 215 0.044 0.31 0.435 0.193
55 Stl 1.32 381 0.075 0.38 0.579 0.277
56 Stl 1.34 393 0.074 0.39 0.588 0.303
57 Stl 1.51 500 0.098 0.142 0.664 0.342
58 St. 1.6o 563 0.112 0.b5 0.704 0.356
59 Stl 1.75 676 0.1I45 0.52 0.771 0.439
60 Stl 2.014 916 0.188 0.66 0.898 0.345
61 Stl No velocity available
62 Stl 2.08 955 0.193 0.64 0.917 0.445
63 StI 1.92 801 0.160 0.57 0.8143 0.435
64 Stl 1.68 619 0.128 0.1148 0.7.38 0.405
65 Stl 2.09 962 0.186 0.68 0.920 0.461
66 Stl 2.19 1058 0.209 0.70 0.965 0.493
67 St, 1 No velocity available
68 stl 2.11 979 0.205 0.69 0.Q28 0.450
69 Stl 2.19 1058 0.200 o.68 0.965 0.443
70 Sti 2.17 1039 C.205 0.67 0.957 0.447
71 Stl 2.30 1168 0.230 0.71 1.014 0.A51
72 Stl 2.20 1067 0.213 0.72 0.969 0.515
73 Stl No velocity, available
74 Stl 0.44 42 0.0i0 0.13 0.193 0.116
75 Stl 0.63 88 0.01.6 0.17 0.278 0.161
76 Stl 1.97 853 0.178 0.59 0.866 0.424
77 Sti 2.02 901 0.183 0.61 0.891 0.423
78 Stl 2.02 894 0.190 0.63 0.887 0.431

*4140 Steel
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Shot Tar- Velo- Momen- Pene-
No. get city Energy Volume Area tum tration

km/sec joules cm3  cm2  kgm/sec cm

79 Sti 1.97 859 0.168 0.61 0.869 0.423
80 Sti 2.02 901 0.190 0.67 0.891 0.406
81 Sti 2.10 971 0.199 0.68 0.924 0.430
82 Sti 2.14 1005 0.200 0.71 0.940 0.435
83 Stl 2.12 996 0.190 0.69 0.936 0.505

84 Pb Crater ruined
85 Pb Crater ruined
86 Pb 0.63 88 0.598 0.79 0.279 1.440
87 Pb Crater ruined
88 Pb 1.28 360 1.770 2.43 0.563 1.076
89 Pb 1.40 434 2.130 2.91 0.618 1.124
90 Pb 1.49 490 2.350 3.09 0.657 1.088
91 Pb 1.51 499 2.330 3.22 0.663 1.160
92 Pb Crater ruined
93 Pb 1..83 733 3.163 3.89 0.803 1.293
94 Pb 1.69 628 2.815 3.77 0.743 1.251
95 Pb 1.99 873 3.600 4.50 0.877 1.318
96 Pb 0.44 42 0.300 0.48 0.193 1.030
97 Pb 0.56 69 0.479 0.65 0.246 1.290
98 Pb 0.47 49 0.348 0.52 0.207 1.110
99 Pb 0.97 209 1.065 1.48 0.429 1.230

100 Pb 1.30 368 1.850 2.60 0.570 1.087
101 Pb 2.27 1137 1.880 2.70 1.000 1.135
102 Pb 1.53 514 2.450 3.16 0.673 1.190
103 Pb 1.48 479 2.410 3.19 0.649 1.145
104 Pb 1.66 607 2.700 3.53 0.731 1.259
105 Pb 2.02 901 3.880 4.52 0.891 1.270
106 Pb Crater ruined
107 Pb 1.88 777 3.470 4.26 0.827 1.320
108 Pb Crater ruined
109 Pb Crater ruined
110 Pb 2.17 1040 h.010 4.75 0.956 1.310
11 Pb Crater ruined
112 Pb Crater ruined
197 Pb 2.38 1247 4.700 5.43 1.050 1.405
198 Pb 2.24 1105 4.400 5.02 0.986 1.345

113 Al 0.12 3 0.009 0.11 0.052 0.093
114 Al 0.57 71 0.180 0.25 0.253 0.670
115 Al 0.66 97 0.183 0.26 0.292 0.830
116 Al No velocity available
117 Al 1.07. 224 - 0.36 0.444 1.470
118 Al 1.33 391 0.635 0.45 0.587 2.290
119 Al 1.38 417 0.687 0.47 0.606 2.340
120 Al 0.23 12 0.025 0.19 0.103 0.190
121 Al 1.61 569 0.821 0.55 0.707 2.790
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Shot Tar- Velo- Momen- Pene-No. 2. ci- Energy Volume Area turn tration

km/sec joulep CM3  cm2  kgn/sec cm

122 Al 1.59 558 0.790 0.50 0.7C1 2,770123 Al 1.69 632 0.907 0.54 0.746 2.7101 2 4 Al 1.83 738 1.106 o.66 0.806 2.520
125 Al No velocity available
126 Al 1.93 820 1.390 0.82 0.838 2.430127 Al 2.07 947 l.681 1.00 0.S13 1.930
128 Al Crater ruined
129 Al Crater ruined
130 Al 2.23 1096 2.050 1.17 0.982 1.00131 Al O.L 3 G0.09 0.1 C n.0 _. .132 Al 0.43 41 C.075 0.22 0.IP9 0.290
13 Al J.06 245 0.370 0.30 0.)h65 1.700
334 Al 1.49 bJ87 0.665 0.43 0.655 2 .s4?0135 Al 2.03 909 1.480 0.87 o.894 2.270136 Al 2.01 887 1.371 0.82 M,884 2.160
137 Al Crater ruined
138 Al 2.28 1147 '.075 1.21 1.005 1.60000 Al 2.c:6 1446 2.65U 1.5L 1.128 1.730
145 Zn 0.37 30 0.019 0,27 0.161 0.20114/6 Zn 0.57 72 0.056 0.19 C.251 0.350I47 Zn 0.74 120 0.083 0.22 0.325 0.4•01t48 Zn 0.01 183 0.137 0.27 0.402 0.570.149 Zn 1.26 351 0.220 0.52 0.556 0.532
i50 Zn 1.46 h70 0.304 0.6L 0.643 0.600151 Zn 1.63 587 0.420 0.8h 0.710 0,66o152 Zn 1.61 569 0.371 0.72 0.708 0,68015) Zn 1.70 632 0.383 9.72 0.746 0.653

n,-.,) I., 0.40u 0.79 0.772 0.675155 Zn 1.7h 663 0.410 C.77 0.7(,4 0.691
156 Zn 1.90 802 0.513 0.95 0.836 0.761357 Zn 2.03 909 0.575 1.Oh 0.895 0.728158 Zn 2.51 1389 o.F90 1.54 1.1o0 0.783159 Zn 0.45 45 0.035 0.18 0.199 0.265
160 Zn 0.72 115 0.085 0.2j 0.318 0.443161 Zn 1.26 351 0.270 0.41 0.556 0.575162 Zn 1.58 548 0.595 0.72 0.694 0.65I163 Zn 1.67 611 O.04O 0.76 0.73h C.66716 4 Zn 1.65 595 0.400 0.69 0,725 o.60165 Zn 1.89 783 0.510 0.92 0.830 0.713

166 Ag No velocity available
167 Ag No velocity available
168 Ag 0.65 94 0.120 0.23 0.285 0.600
169 4g 0.50 55 0.068 0.20 0.220 0.440170 Ag 0.70 107 0.112 0.25 0.307 0.610
171 Ag 0.64 90 0.095 0.24 0.281 0,540
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Sbot Tar- Velo- Momen- Pene-
No. get city Energy Volume Area tum tration

km/sec Joules cm3  cm2  kgm/sec cm

172 Ag 1.25 344 0.300 0.72 0.550 o.644
173 Ag 1.22 327 0.295 0.75 0.537 0.639
174 Ag 1.02 229 0.215 0.52 0.409 o.594
175 Ag 1.67 611 0.530 1.06 0.733 0.724
176 Ag 1.85 749 0.650 1.19 0.812 0.764
177 Ag 1.73 659 0.620 1.21 0.761 0.763
178 Ag 1.87 772 0.720 1.32 0.824 0.739
179 Ag 1.78 696 0.650 1,27 0.783 0.761
180 Ag 2.54 1417 1.240 2.03 1.117 0.924
181 Ag 0.79 199 0.170 0.29 0.349 o.640
182 Ag 1.00 220 0.225 0.41 0.440 0.658

183 Mg 0.63 88 0.082 0.17 0.279 0.550
184 Mg No velocity available
185 Mg 0.85 158 0.137 0.19 0.373 0.880
186 Mg 0.98 213 0.182 0.18 0.433 1.130
187 Mg 1.11 272 0.227 0.20 0.489 1.400
188 Mg 1.52 505 0.407 0.25 0.667 2.290
189 Mg 1.39 424 0.337 0.23 0.611 1.960
190 Mg 1.62 580 0.432 0.26 0.714 2.430
191 Mg 1.89 785 0.597 0.32 0.831 3.010
192 Mg 1.96 846 0.667 0.33 0.863 3.230
193 Mg 2.27 1137 0.717 0.37 1.000 3.300
194 Mg 2.38 1247 1.100 0.50 1.047 3.020
199 Mg 0.39 35 - 0.15 0.173 0.150

Projectile for shots 200 thru 223 was annealed steel.

200 Al 0.55 66 0.110 0.20 0.241 0.610
201 Al 0.83 153 0.210 0.26 0.367 1.000
202 Al No velocity available
203 Al 0.86 163 0.240 0.28 0.378 1.210
204 Al 1.35 401 0.520 0.45 0.594 1.620
205 Al 1.23 334 0.630 0.55 0.540 1.780
206 Al 1i44 456 0.650 0.53 0.633 1.820
207 Al 1.55 528 0.730 0.64 0.682 1.800
208 Al 1.95 836 1.220 1.04 0.858 1.680
209 Al 1.94 828 1.200 1.06 0.854 1.660
210 Al 2.15 1017 1.460 1.25 0.946 1.660
211 Al 2.18 1045 1.550 1.31 0.959 1.620
212 Al 2.33 1195 1.720 1.47 1.025 1.840

213 Cu 0.47 50 0.330 0.20 0.207 0.244
214 Cu No velocity available
215 Cu 1.05 243 0.140 0.49 0.462 0.430
216 Cu 0.95 199 0.120 0.43 0.419 0.387
217 Cu 1.49 48 0.240 0.62 0.656 0.528
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Shot Tar- Velo- ermen- ?one-
__er '0ct~V1wri Area t wa tratiorn

km/sec joulea cm3  cm2  kg/sec cm

218 Cu 1.58 620 0.310 0.81 0.695 0.619
219 Cu 1.35 753 0.430 0.85 0.81h 0.588
220 Cu 1.62 577 0.330 0.81 0.713 0.613
221 Cu 1.97 854 0.44O 1.02 0.867 0.652
222 Cu 1.36 420 0.24o 0.66 0.608 0.ý27
223 Cu 2.09 961 0.510 1.11 0.920 0.672

d


